* PLACES   IN   THE   SUN '
had a more sombre picture in his mind of the future of
Great Britain than the facts warrant. British self-depreca-
tion has made itself felt even among Britishers. But gloomy
forebodings must be put aside. He dealt firmly with the
criticisms that Australian youth lives only for pleasure. Let
us beware of jaundice and sour grapes. * In Australia the
climate calls for recreation; the sun shines arid the surf
calls, and if there be no over-indulgence there cannot but be
gain to the health and to the physique of the nation
from a response to that call.' Ambition was the younger
generation's safeguard against over-indulgence. * We have
never met a more ambitious people. The goal that many
set themselves is to make Australia for future generations
what England is to-day *—the heart and chief centre of the
Empire. Eden boldly asserted that it was by no means im-
possible of achievement. ' The day may come when Aus-
tralia will hold a population many times as large as that of
these islands.' But for the attainment of that objective it
was essential that Australia ' should overcome the difficulties
in keeping contact with the political changes and orienta-
tion of the outside world.' Eden was alarmed at the mental
isolation arising out of her overwhelming geographical
isolation. It is not healthy. ' It will surprise the traveller
from England to find how little the average Australian
knows, for instance of India and of its problems, or of
other parts of the Empire. Still less does he know of the
politics of Europe. Even the intercourse between Australia
and New Zealand is slight.'
Ten years of wireless have, of course, intervened to
modify this alarm. But Eden makes it clear that he was
alive in 192,6 to the implications of a new Imperialism
in the domain of post-war international relations. There
is a fundamental consistency in his thought. * Let it be
said, and with' emphasis/ he writes in a compelling
passage, * that it is impossible to visit Australia or New
Zealand, or any other Dominion, without being deeply

